COVID-19 Campus Repopulating Work Group
June 30, 2020

Present: Darcey Kemp, Joseph DaSilva, Jonathan Miller, Kathryn Senie, Kerri Kane, Deb Avery, Mike Cassesse, Chris Scott and Theresa Przybylowicz.

Repopulation Handbook Review
KC presented the draft workbook to the Cabinet at their meeting on Monday, June 28. The following issues were pointed out by Academic Affairs -

1. Campus shuts down
2. Bldg. shuts down
3. Are students and faculty quarantined for 14 days? (Should it be a student or faculty member?) or staff in Academic Affairs?
4. If a student cannot continue due to quarantine (i.e., in a low density lab class), we'll have to make some arrangements
5. scenarios-> test positive and is sick vs quarantine and continue to operate remotely (Staff, Students, Faculty)
6. Nursing has Plan A (on campus and social distancing) and B (off campus, students have lab bags so they can continue clinical online,(I assume I should ask faculty teaching low density labs to be prepared for the possibility that any day campus could be shut down; consequently, they should always have the ability to pivot to online immediately).
7. No mention of bathrooms assignments or use on the plan. How will that be managed/monitored?
8. Elevators-> no mention of how these will be managed/monitored?
9. Is there a thought about using Lab Techs
   - Chem (1)
   - Biology (2)
   - Digital Media (1)
   - MET (1)
   - Energy Systems if they ever hire (1)

Dr. Cook would like the committee to review the North Shore Community College (NSCC) COVID-19 Control Plan and see if they included items that our plan does not. Kerri will review and report.

Chris Scott met with David Buonora regarding the CNA program proposal. Chris wonders if it would be more efficient staying in B17 considering the amount of equipment that has to be moved. What works best for Facilities – staying in B17 or moving to B20?

The Clearance to Return to Campus form is ready to be uploaded by IT. Kerri and KC will work on the name for the document.

Jonathan Miller stated that there are faculty members who do not want to wear face masks – not ADA compliant, etc. Some local colleges are supplying faculty with shields. Will STCC be doing this as well? Mike Cassesse does not feel the shield does the job that the face mask does.

Elms College has requested to be back on campus in August. Dr. de Berly will contact Elms for more information.

WTCC – Hold off on approval until further notice.
National Park Service has requested to hold guided tours on campus. Committee is still not comfortable with this and will inform NPS that guided tours are not approved.

Deb Avery requested information on what buildings will be open in the fall. She has received conflicting information and will need the correct information to determine how many maintainers she will need to clean the buildings.

Kerri Kane noted that additional information is needed regarding the cleaning of computers. PT lab techs did this in the past but they are now gone. Can Cliff (IT) come up with a solution? They should be wiped down better than in the past.